
Speed Mating

a 10-minute comedy
by

David Guaspari



CHARACTERS

CHICK, male, about the same age as all the others
SAM, male
PATTY, female
FRANCIS, female

SETTING

The present. Summer. A field.



(AT RISE: CHICK and SAM curled up on one side of the field, PATTY and
FRANCIS on the other. All seem to be asleep. An alarm clock beside CHICK

rings. He bolts upright, silences the clock, and shakes SAM.)

CHICK

Rise and shine! We’re the men of the hour!

SAM

What year is it?

(CHICK checks the clock.)
CHICK

Seventeen.

SAM

I’m beat . . . I woke up at 12 and could not get back—

CHICK

Our one and only chance to mate. Here’s the program.

(CHICK hands a piece of paper to SAM.)
SAM

(Reading)
“Years 1 through 17: pupate. 17 years, 0 minutes, to 17 years, 60 minutes: Emerge, Mate.”
Where’s page two?

(CHICK has begun a sort of disco-inspired
twitching.)

CHICK

Wherever.

SAM

Seventeen years of sucking sap from tree roots . . .

CHICK

And now it’s time to work on those moves.

SAM

. . . an hour of meaningless sex . . .

CHICK

Yesssss!

SAM

. . . and then?

CHICK

Retirement . . . travel . . . whatever.
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SAM

Look. There’s no number. If there is a page two shouldn’t this say “one”? And if there’s not?
If this is all there is? Sucking sap; a burst of whoopee, which I’m not even sure what that
amounts to; then nothing? forever?

CHICK

Bummer. Call me if you find page two. I’ll be emerging.

(SOUND: Alarm clock.
PATTY and FRANCIS spring awake.)

PATTY

Party time!

FRANCIS

(Studying the clock.)
Behind schedule already. Two full minutes.

PATTY

Two minutes into party time!

FRANCIS

In another 58 we’ll be dead. How did you talk me into buying such a cheap biological clock?

(PATTY primps, sprays herself and FRANCIS

from an atomizer.)
PATTY

Don’t forget your pheremones.

FRANCIS

You’re just going to rush out there? With no plan? Have you got the faintest idea how to . . .
Do It?

PATTY

I think that part just happens.

FRANCIS

Or what comes next?

(FRANCIS shows PATTY a thick glossy bridal
magazine.)

Be glad we’re not fireflies. Afterward . . . we’d be supposed to bite their heads off and eat the
rest.

PATTY

Eeeeuuuuggh.

(SAM and CHICK emerge, SAM still clutching
the program.)
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CHICK

Wow! Who knew it would be so big? Or so bright? It makes you feel . . . I don’t know . . .
feel so . . .

SAM

Pathetic? Worthless? Insignificant?

(PATTY and FRANCIS emerge.)
CHICK

Girls!

SAM

What makes you think so?

FRANCIS

There’s two who’d look better without their heads.

CHICK

I know’em when I see’em—

PATTY

I think they’re cute.

FRANCIS

They can’t be the only things under that rock.

CHICK

—and know how I feel, deep down. I feel the need . . . to fly!

SAM

“Emerge. Mate.” Where does it say “fly”? Someone could get killed.

CHICK

A Mating Flight!

(CHICK takes off and frantically flits about,
buzzing and showing off his moves.)

PATTY

Wow! Will you get a load of that?

(FRANCIS consults her magazine.)
FRANCIS

Hymenoptera? . . . Nope . . . Lepidoptera? . . . Don’t think so . . . Diptera? . . . I don’t know
what that is.

PATTY

I’d bite its head off any day.
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